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This is my first time writing a piece with a unique focus on my life. An authentic look at

the past that made the present me. A deep look into a specific moment in life allowed for

extensively detailed writing which enlightened me in a new way of conveying emotion through

text. Taking the reader on a scripted journey of your emotions allows for a better understanding

of whatever you're writing. It could convey your opinion on a song more efficiently or it could

open the door for some kind of argument of an opinion. Specificity and details work in tandem to

make a more believable story and even a respectable opinion.

The pacing and order of this piece of writing have gone through many rearrangements

and even a total scrap. Balancing the explanation/ impact and the context can be challenging

when they mix throughout the writing. The importance of pacing in literature is essential in

conveying the main theme or message in writing. This paired with picking the right language to

lead the reader is an exceptional and essential skill in literacy that I hope to master in the future.

The main theme that I hope presented itself in the writing was that Self-growth

(sometimes) naturally happens over time. We often see maturity and intelligence go hand in

hand. Although sometimes we get stuck in a loop of negative feedback whether it be from

ourselves or external forces. The toxic chatter and response can hinder our growth and

confidence and self-esteem. Both are essential in the development of a successful and happy



person. A great tool to combat this sabotage is introspection. Introspection allows for a 3rd

person to view on your own life. Almost like a coach overlooking their team for flaws and

mistakes to draw out their maximum potential. This method of self-improvement greatly helped

me on my journey through school and will keep assisting me throughout my college experience.

I hope introspection helps whoever needs a new outlook on their life.

Overall, this assignment allowed me to hone my skills in analyzing the opinions and flow

of other writing. I even had a more enjoyable time reading the music textbook which had me

clawing my eyes out whenever the author went on some mad goose hunt in history without

starting a new chapter.


